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The impact of widespread regulatory
neofunctionalization on homeolog gene evolution
following whole-genome duplication in maize
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Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford, Oxford, OX1 3RB, United Kingdom

Whole-genome duplications are a widespread feature of plant genome evolution, having been detected in all flowering
plant lineages. Despite the prevalence of these events, the extent to which duplicated genes (homeolog gene pairs)
functionally diverge (neofunctionalization) is unclear. We present a genome-wide analysis of molecular evolution and
regulatory neofunctionalization in maize (Zea mays L.). We demonstrate that 13% of all homeolog gene pairs in maize are
regulatory neofunctionalized in leaves, and that regulatory neofunctionalized genes experience enhanced purifying se-
lection. We show that significantly more genes have been regulatory neofunctionalized in foliar leaves than in husk leaves
and that both leaf types have experienced selection for distinct functional roles. Furthermore, we demonstrate that biased
subgenome expression dominance occurs only in the presence of regulatory neofunctionalization and that in non-
regulatory neofunctionalized genes subgenome dominance is progressively acquired during development. Taken to-
gether, our study reveals several novel insights into the evolution of maize, genes, and gene expression, and provides
a general model for gene evolution following whole-genome duplication in plants.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Whole-genome duplications are a dominant feature of plant ge-

nome evolution and have been detected in all angiosperm lineages

(Adams and Wendel 2005; Soltis et al. 2009). Post-duplication,

many duplicated genes are lost in a process known as fraction-

ation, with this loss often showing a bias toward one of the sub-

genomes (Thomas et al. 2006; Woodhouse et al. 2010). However,

some duplicated genes are retained in the genome as homeolog

gene pairs. If retained, the individual genes in a homeolog gene

pair may have identical functions, they may partition and share

the original gene function (subfunctionalization), or they may di-

verge and develop novel functions (neofunctionalization) (Ohno

1970; Lynch and Conery 2000; Moore and Purugganan 2005;

Freeling 2008;McGrath and Lynch2012).Neofunctionalizationhas

previously been categorized as regulatoryneofunctionalizaton (R-NF)

or coding neofunctionalization (C-NF) (Moore and Purugganan

2005). C-NF provides novel protein function via a gain-of-function

mutation in the open reading frame of a gene. In contrast, R-NF

results from expression divergence, which provides extant protein

function in novel temporal or spatial environments. Thus, both

R-NF andC-NF of homeolog gene pairs have long been proposed as

amajor source of evolutionary innovation (Ohno1970;Moore and

Purugganan 2005). While neofunctionalization in plants has been

studied for specific genes, or at a genome scale inArabidopsis thaliana

and Glycine (Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Duarte et al. 2006; Erdmann

et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2013; Roulin et al. 2013), it is

unknown to what extent genome-wide neofunctionalization is im-

portant in other species, or to what extent R-NF and C-NF interact

and interdepend.

The grass lineage provides an excellent system to study ge-

nome-wide neofunctionalization events because of the contrast-

ing evolutionary trajectories of the closely related species maize

(Zea mays L.) and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) (Swigonova et al.

2004a). Maize underwent a recent whole-genome duplication

event between 5 and 12million years ago (Swigonova et al. 2004a).

Since that time, rather than remain tetraploid, multiple chromo-

somal breakage and fusion events have combined the duplicated

chromosomes into a diploid genome containing 10 novel mosaic

chromosomes (Wei et al. 2007; Schnable et al. 2011). In contrast,

the sorghum genome has retained the ancestral nonduplicated

state (Swigonova et al. 2004a). Comparisonof themaize genome to

that of sorghum has thus facilitated the reconstruction of the two

duplicated subgenomes of maize, based on biased fractionation

(Paterson et al. 2009; Schnable et al. 2011). This analysis has

identified 3228 homeolog gene pairs that have been retained post-

duplication (Schnable et al. 2011). Given that maize has ;32,000

genes (Schnable et al. 2009), homeolog gene pairs thus account for

>20% of gene content. Despite constituting a large fraction of the

maize genome, it is not yet known to what extent homeolog gene

pairs have diverged in expression (R-NF) since the whole-genome

duplication event.

Here we exploit a novel transcriptional data set from two

maize leaf types (foliar leaf blade and husk leaf sheath) to in-

vestigate R-NF of genes in maize leaves following whole-genome

duplication. Foliar leaves are the primary source tissue in maize

and develop from the main shoot apical meristem. In contrast,

husk leaves develop from axillary meristems and function to sur-

round and protect the developing female inflorescence (the ear)

(Iltis 2000). We provide evidence for widespread R-NF of retained

homeolog genes in maize and show that significantly more genes

have been R-NF in foliar leaves than husk leaves, suggesting that

since genome duplication, gene-expression patterns in foliar
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leaves have been under greater selection than those in husk leaves.

In addition, functional annotations of R-NF genes are consistent

with the biological role of the leaves in which those genes are

expressed. Moreover, we demonstrate that R-NF genes are under

strong purifying selection and that biased subgenome expression

dominance occurs only in the presence of R-NF. We further show

that relaxed purifying selection occurs in the absence of R-NF, and

is further enhanced by expression dominance. Taken together,

these data provide a general model for gene evolution following

whole-genome duplication, and provide evidence that regulatory

neofunctionalization has played an important role in maize leaf

evolution.

Results

Signatures of R-NF are apparent in over 400 homeolog gene
pairs that are expressed during leaf development

To assess the evolutionary trajectory of homeolog gene pairs in

maize we analyzed a recently published data set, which took ad-

vantage of biased fractionation of one ancestral genome in order

to reconstruct the maize subgenomes (Schnable et al. 2011). This

data set was utilized alongside a transcriptome data set from

precisely typed equivalent stages of foliar and husk leaf devel-

opment (Wang et al. 2013). A total of 2607 of the 3228 homeolog

gene pairs that are present in the maize genome are expressed

(i.e., gene expression >0) during early development in both foliar

and husk leaves. To identify R-NF genes within this data set we

defined a set of conservative and statistically rigorous criteria (see

Methods). All genes were assigned a four-letter code, which is

obtained from the statistically significant gene-expression be-

havior of the homeolog gene pair during early leaf development

in both foliar and husk leaves (Fig. 1; see Methods for a detailed

explanation).

It is most parsimonious to assume that gene expression in the

diploid parental species (assuming an allotetraploid origin) is

identical, and that immediately after genome duplication, both

genes of a homeolog gene pair have the same expression profiles in

all tissues. Therefore, identical expression profiles in the tran-

scriptome data indicate that a homeolog gene pair has not un-

dergone R-NF. Correspondingly, homeolog gene pairs that have

nonidentical expression profiles represent R-NF events. In the

simplest case, where one gene of a homeolog gene pair has

changed expression profile in either foliar or husk leaves, then the

most parsimonious explanation is that there has been one change

in expression since genome duplication (Fig. 1B). If both genes in

a homeolog gene pair differ in expression profile in both leaf types,

then there have been at least two changes in expression since ge-

nome duplication (Fig. 1B).

Using the above criteria, 2195 (84%) of the expressed homeo-

log gene pairs (n = 2607) have not changed expression profiles in

leaf development since whole-genome duplication, 341 (13%)

have undergone one change, and 71 (3%) have undergone two or

more changes. Within the two-change category, 13 homeolog

gene pairs have palindromic expression profiles (DNND, ANNA,

NAAN) (Supplemental Table 1). These palindromic expression pro-

files may represent examples of subfunctionalized homeolog gene

pairs in the context of early foliar and husk leaf development. These

results are consistent with the previous finding in Arabidopsis, that

divergent expression patterns were more frequently the result

of regulatory neofunctionalization than subfunctionalization

(Liu et al. 2011). Taken together, these data indicate that 16% of

expressed homeolog gene pairs, and 13% of all homeolog-gene

pairs, have undergone R-NF in the context of maize leaf de-

velopment (Fig. 1C).

Figure 1. Identification and quantification of regulatory neofunctionalized
genes. (A) Genes expressed in foliar (F) and husk (H) leaves were allo-
cated to one of three expression profiles, ascending (A), neutral (N), and
descending (D), based on the relative expression levels at three stages of
early leaf development: plastochron (P) 1/2, P3/4, and P5 (see Methods
for an explanation of profile classification). (B) Cartoon of how an ex-
ample ancestral gene, with expression allocated to profile A in both F and
H, could be manifested after whole-genome duplication. Blue back-
ground refers to the homeolog from subgenome-1, and orange to the
homeolog from subgenome-2. Continuous line refers to the expression
profile (A, N, or D) in F, whereas a dashed line refers to the expression profile
in H. Four-letter expression code is made up of homeolog-1 F expression
profile, homeolog-2 F expression profile, homeolog-1 H expression profile,
homeolog-2 H expression profile. If the expression profile of homeolog-1
matches the expression profile of homeolog-2 in F, and the expression
profile of homeolog-1 matches the expression profile of homeolog-2 in H,
the gene pair is assumed to have undergone zero expression changes
since duplication, and is thus nonregulatory neofunctionalized (non-R-NF).
If the expression profile of homeolog-1 matches the expression profile of
homeolog-2 in H, but the expression profiles in F are not the same, as-
suming only one expression change has occurred, this change must have
been in F, and thus the gene pair is said to have been regulatory neo-
functionalized (R-NF) in F only. If the expression profile of homeolog-1
matches the expression profile of homeolog-2 in F, but the expression
profiles in H are not the same, assuming only one change has occurred,
this change must have been in H, and thus the gene pair is said to have
been R-NF in H only. If the expression profile of homeolog-1 does not
match that of homeolog-2 in F, and if the expression profile of homeo-
log-1 does not match that of homeolog-2 in H, the gene pair is assumed
to have undergone at least two changes in expression, and is thus R-NF in
both F and H. (C ) Results of dividing homeolog gene pairs using the
method described in B. Numbers refer to homeolog gene pairs that have
expression profiles consistent with the labeled category. A total of 2607
homeolog gene pairs are expressed in both foliar and husk leaf samples.
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R-NF genes are more likely to have altered expression patterns
in foliar leaves than in husk leaves

To determine whether R-NF is associated equally with altered foliar

and husk leaf expression patterns, homeolog gene pairs exhibiting

one change in expression profile were categorized into those that

provide evidence for R-NF in foliar leaves and those that provide

evidence for R-NF in husk leaves. Assuming that the observed ex-

pression code is the result of one change in expression profile,

it follows that the ancestral pre-whole-genome duplication profile

could have been that of either subgenome-1 or subgenome-2. For

example, for the expression code AANA, the ancestral expression

profile could have been either AA or NA. Post-duplication this

would have become AAAA or NANA, and in both cases the single

change to generate AANA must occur in the foliar leaf (Fig. 1B).

Partitioning the homeolog gene pairs from the one change cate-

gory in this way revealed that significantly more homeolog gene

pairs are R-NF in foliar leaves than in husk leaves (n = 205 and n =

136, respectively, P = 1.87 3 10�5) (Fig. 1C).

Functional annotations of R-NF homeolog genes support
selection for distinct biological roles in foliar and husk leaves

The unequal distribution of R-NF genes between foliar and husk

leaves suggests that foliar leaves have been subject to greater se-

lection since the recent whole-genome duplication event. If this is

the case, R-NF genes should enhance the role of the foliar leaf as the

primary source tissue. To determine whether specific functional

annotations are overrepresented in the homeolog gene pair data

set we independently analyzed the occurrence of annotation terms

derived from gene ontology (GO) terms, MaizeCyc pathways,

MapMan terms, and Pfam domains relative to all maize genes as

well as relative to just homeolog genes (Supplemental Tables 2,3,

respectively; see Methods). In the 2195 non-R-NF genes there are

a total of 133 significantly overrepresented annotation terms rel-

ative to all annotatedmaize genes (P# 0.05), while in the 412 R-NF

genes there are 56, 7, and 20 overrepresented annotation terms in

foliar, husk, and both leaves, respectively (Supplemental Table 2).

Notably, foliar-specific R-NF genes are overrepresented for terms

concerning photosynthesis, cell-wall precursor synthesis, and

hormone metabolism (Supplemental Table 2). R-NF of photosyn-

thesis-related genes in foliar leaves indicates that selection has

acted on photosynthesis in this tissue type. As foliar leaves are the

primary photosynthetic tissue, this selection may have been for

enhanced photosynthetic productivity and/or efficiency since the

whole-genome duplication event.

Although fewer in number than those in foliar leaves, husk-

specific R-NF genes also provide evidence of selection for specific

functions with overrepresented annotations including responses

to stress and prolinemetabolism (Supplemental Table 2). Proline is

accumulated by plants in response to osmotic stress, and has pre-

viously been found to be themajor osmotic regulator accumulated

in the husk leaves of maize (Xu et al. 2011). R-NF of stress-response

genes in husk leaves indicates selection on these leaves for im-

proved stress tolerance.

Of the20annotation terms overrepresented in thosehomeolog

gene pairs R-NF in both foliar and husk leaves, there are eight

concerning nitrogen metabolism, plus those related to cell-wall

biosynthesis and transport (Supplemental Table 2). The over-

representation of genes involved in nitrogen metabolism is con-

sistent with previous findings showing that genes involved in

amino acid biosynthesis and protein catabolism have been under

artificial selection since the domestication of maize (Wright et al.

2005). Interestingly, the only annotation terms that are consis-

tently enriched across all categories are those concerned with the

regulation of transcription. Thus, although there is a distinct par-

titioning of R-NF genes in both foliar and husk leaves that is con-

sistent with leaf function, in each category there are significantly

more R-NF transcriptional regulators then would be expected

given the number of such genes in the maize genome (or the

number of such genes in the list of homeologs). This novel finding

provides additional insight to previous observations that tran-

scription factors are preferentially retained following whole-

genome duplications (Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Freeling 2009). The

identity of the sequence regions that are putative targets of these

transcription factors are difficult to define, and we were unable to

find direct evidence on a genome-wide scale of a link betweenR-NF

transcription factors and the presence or absence of motifs in the

promoter regions of differentially expressed genes.

Subgenome-1 homeologs are more likely to be R-NF than
subgenome-2

The two ancestral subgenomes of maize have recently been recon-

structed (Schnable et al. 2011). Assuming that the expression pro-

files of non-R-NF homeolog gene pairs are an unbiased sample of

the underlying distribution of all gene-expression profiles, themost

likely ancestral profile for R-NF homeolog gene pairs can be inferred

using a Bayesian model comparison approach (see Methods). This

approach revealed that of the homeolog gene pairs exhibiting one

change in expression profile, significantly more genes are R-NF

from subgenome-1 than from subgenome-2 (n = 197 and n = 144,

P = 0.004). However, there was no association between subgenome

and leaf type (P = 0.321, x2 test for independence). Therefore,

although there are more R-NF genes in foliar leaves and more R-NF

genes from subgenome-1, there is no evidence that subgenome-1

genes are preferentially R-NF in foliar leaves or vice versa.

Biased subgenome expression dominance is only observed
in R-NF homeolog gene pairs

As the originating subgenome of each homeolog gene has been

previously identified we sought to determine whether R-NF im-

pacted on subgenome expression dominance (Schnable et al.

2011). In previous analyses of this kind a homeolog gene was said

to dominate if its expression was at least double that of its homeo-

logous pair (Schnable et al. 2011). To improve both the specificity

and sensitivity of expression dominance classification, statistically

significant (P # 0.05) differential expression of homeolog gene

pairs was used rather than the twofold method utilized previously.

This analysis revealed that for non-R-NF genes there is no detect-

able bias in subgenome expression dominance, with both sub-

genomes having equal numbers of dominant homeologs at all

stages of development in both foliar and husk leaves (Fig. 2A).

Interestingly, the proportion of genes that exhibit dominance in

either subgenome is higher at later stages of development in both

foliar and husk leaves (Fig. 2A). This indicates that in non-R-NF

homeolog gene pairs, subgenome dominance is progressively

acquired during plant development.

In contrast, R-NF genes exhibit a consistent subgenome

dominance bias, and do not exhibit the same progressive increase

in dominance during development as non-R-NF genes (Fig. 2B–D).

In virtually all cases, the proportion of homeolog gene pairs that

exhibit subgenome-1 dominance is larger than the proportion that

exhibit subgenome-2 dominance (Fig. 2B–D). Notably, the earlier
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primordia samples exhibit stronger subgenome-1 dominance bias

than later stages of leaf development (Fig. 2B,C). This indicates that

in R-NF homeolog gene pairs, biased subgenome dominance is

already established in the earliest leaf primordia stages and be-

comes progressively less pronounced during leaf development

(Fig. 2B,C). This is in contrast to non-R-NF geneswhere subgenome

dominance is progressively acquired.

R-NF homeolog gene pairs are under stronger purifying
selection and have more similar evolutionary rates than
non-R-NF gene pairs

To determine whether R-NF genes exhibit differential rates of

coding sequence evolution, each homeolog gene pair was aligned

to its sorghum ortholog and Ka /Ks ratios were calculated. This

analysis revealed that, in general, homeolog gene pairs are under

strong purifying selection (Fig. 3A). Moreover, comparing R-NF

homeolog gene pairs with all homeolog gene pairs revealed that

R-NF homeolog gene pairs are under significantly higher purifying

selection than non-R-NF pairs (Fig. 3A).

While R-NF homeolog gene pairs are under greater purifying

selection, it may be that the R-NF homeolog in a gene pair is under

relaxed purifying selection relative to the non-R-NF homeolog. To

test this hypothesis the magnitude in the difference in Ka/Ks ratio

of both homeologs in each gene pair was calculated. This revealed

that R-NF genes have on average a significantly smaller difference

in the magnitude of Ka /Ks than non-R-NF homeolog gene pairs

(Fig. 3B). When analyzed by category this difference is significant

for those homeolog gene pairs R-NF in the foliar and in both the

foliar and husk, but not for those R-NF in just the husk (Fig. 3B).

Taken together these data reveal that R-NF homeolog gene pairs

experience stronger purifying selection and have evolutionary

rates that are more similar to each other than non-R-NF gene pairs.

Thus, in non-R-NF homeolog gene pairs one member of the gene

pair is more likely to experience reduced purifying selection rela-

tive to its homeologous pair.

Dominant homeolog genes exhibit stronger purifying selection
than their nondominant gene pair

To determine whether subgenome expression dominance ac-

counts for the greater difference in Ka /Ks between non-R-NF

homeolog gene pairs, the Ka /Ks ratio of the homeolog of each gene

pair that dominates expression was compared with its non-

dominant partner. This revealed that nondominant homeologs are

on average under significantly reduced purifying selection relative

to their dominant counterparts. This observation is consistent for

dominant and nondominant homeolog gene pairs at all stages of

leaf development in both foliar and husk leaves (Fig. 4). Our

findings are consistent with previous reports that revealed that

low-expressed genes tend to evolve more rapidly than high-

expressed genes (Drummond and Wilke 2008). However, our re-

sults demonstrate that this phenomenon also applies to recently

duplicated genes. Nondominant homeolog genes are therefore

a potential source of protein sequence novelty, and are thus strong

candidates for coding-sequence neofunctionalization.

Discussion
Duplication followed by neofunctionalization has long been pro-

posed as a source of evolutionary novelty in genome evolution.

Figure 2. Expression dominance in homeolog gene pairs during leaf
development. (A) Nonregulatory neofunctionalized homeologs. (B) Regula-
tory neofunctionalized in only foliar leaves. (C ) Regulatory neofunctionalized
in only husk leaves. (D) Regulatory neofunctionalized in foliar and husk
leaves. X-axis labels refer to distinct developmental stages in both foliar
and husk leaf development. (P) Plastochron; (I) immature leaf; (E) fully
expanded leaf (Wang et al. 2013).

Figure 3. Selection acts differentially on regulatory neofunctionalized
genes. (A) Mean Ka/Ks ratio of each homeolog plotted for each category. A
ratio of <1 indicates negative (purifying selection), whereas >1 indicates
positive selection. P-values were calculated for all R-NF homeolog gene
pairs (n = 412) and each category of R-NF homeolog gene pairs using
Monte Carlo resampling tests. (F) Foliar; (H) Husk; (F&H) Foliar and Husk.
All R-NF categories show significantly greater purifying selection than non-
R-NF homeolog gene pairs. (B) Mean magnitude of the difference in Ka/Ks
ratios between homeolog pairs. The greater the difference in Ka/Ks the
more selection has been relaxed on one gene in the pair. The closer the
ratio is to zero the more similar the selection acting upon both homeo-
logs. P-values were calculated using Monte Carlo resampling tests. R-NF
homeolog gene pairs show a significantly smaller difference to non-R-NF
homeolog gene pairs. Significance levels are indicated by asterisks above
the bars. (*) P < 0.05; (**) P < 0.01; (***) P < 0.001; (n.s.) not significant. Error
bars are standard errors.
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Moreover, whole-genome duplications are a principal theme of

plant evolution and have occurred in the evolution of all angio-

sperm lineages (Adams and Wendel 2005; Soltis et al. 2009). In

maize, a recent whole-genome duplication (5–12 MYA) followed

by multiple gene losses has sculpted the contemporary maize ge-

nome such that duplicated homeolog gene pairs comprise >20%of

all genes. In this work we used maize as a model system to analyze

the evolutionary paths taken by homeolog gene pairs following

whole-genome duplication. Our work reveals that regulatory

neofunctionalization (R-NF) is an important feature of maize

evolution at the gene, genome, tissue, and developmental levels.

From our analysis and previous published work it is clear that

there are broadly four possible fates for a duplicated gene pair if

both copies are retained following a whole-genome duplication

(Ohno 1970; Lynch and Conery 2000; Moore and Purugganan

2005; Freeling 2008; McGrath and Lynch

2012): (1) Both duplicates can maintain

the same expression pattern and protein

function; (2) the original gene function can

be partitioned between the duplicate genes

(subfunctionalization); (3) one or both

duplicates can diverge in gene expression

(regulatory neofunctionalization); (4) one

or both duplicates can diverge in protein

function (coding neofunctionalization)

(Fig. 5). On a genome-wide scale it is cur-

rently difficult to accurately diagnose

changes in protein function (though an

attempt has recently been made using

known protein interaction partners in

Arabidopsis thaliana [Guo et al. 2013]),

but changes in gene expression are

readily determined. Previous studies

of neofunctionalization in Arabidopsis

thaliana have relied on microarray ex-

periments to assess divergent expression

of specific subsets of genes, and are thus

not representative of the whole genome

(Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Duarte et al. 2006). More recently, RNA

sequencing has been used to assess expression divergence of du-

plicate genes in soybean (Glycinemax L.) (Roulin et al. 2013). In our

work, RNA sequencing allowed us to characterize R-NF at a ge-

nome-wide scale, revealing that ;13% of homeolog gene pairs

in the maize genome have undergone R-NF. As this estimate

was generated only in the context of leaf development, it likely

represents an underestimation of the extent of R-NF in maize

genome evolution. There is some discussion over whether the

maize whole-genome duplication was the result of an autotetra-

ploid or allotetraploid event (Gaut and Doebley 1997; Swigonova

et al. 2004a,b). Given the more likely scenario of an allotetraploid

origin (Gaut and Doebley 1997), it is possible that some of the

divergence in expression that we have classified as regulatory

neofunctionalization (R-NF) preceded the whole-genome dupli-

cation in the two progenitors of the contemporary maize genome.

In this context it is pertinent to note that differential expression of

some genes has been found between diploid cotton genomes

(pre-allotetraploidization) (Rapp et al. 2009; Flagel and Wendel

2010; Yoo et al. 2013). However, it is our contention that it ismore

parsimonious to assume that the majority of genes have the same

expression profile at the point of genome duplication. In support

of this assumption is the fact that 84% of genes in our data set are

non-R-NF, and while this may represent convergence, it is more

likely that 16% of homeolog gene pairs have changed expression

than 84% of genes have converged in expression. Moreover,

regardless of when this divergence occurred, it does not change the

central finding of our work; that distinct selection signatures and

patterns of subgenome dominance are hallmarks of homeolog

gene pairs that have diverged in gene expression.

Expression dominance bias toward the less fractionated sub-

genome has previously been observed in both maize and Brassica

rapa (Schnable et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2012) but is not observed in

more ancient plant tetraploids (Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Li et al.

2006). Similarly, recent work in cotton has demonstrated that

expression dominance between homeologs occurs immediately

following tetraploidization and increases over time (Adams and

Wendel 2013; Yoo et al. 2013). Interestingly, we find that when

defined using statistically significant differential expression test-

Figure 4. Nondominant homeolog genes experience relaxed purifying
selection. Ka/Ks ratios were compared for those non-R-NF homeolog gene
pairs that exhibit subgenome dominance. The mean Ka/Ks ratio of non-
dominant homeolog genes (those expressed at significantly lower levels
than their homeolog pair) was significantly higher than the dominant
homeolog (those expressed at significantly higher levels than their
homeolog pair). P-values were calculated using Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests. Significance levels are indicated by asterisks above the bars. (***) P <
0.001. Error bars are standard errors.

Figure 5. A model for gene evolution following whole-genome duplication in maize. Once retained,
a duplicated gene pair can either diverge in expression profile or maintain the original expression
profile. Those pairs that maintain expression profiles are likely to either share the original gene function
or undergo coding neofunctionalization. Those gene pairs that diverge in expression are likely regu-
latory neofunctionalized.
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ing, expression dominance is a dynamic feature of homeolog gene

pairs in maize. Those gene pairs that have not undergone R-NF

show no consistent expression bias toward either subgenome, and

the proportion of gene pairs exhibiting either subgenome-1 (less

fractionated) or subgenome-2 (more fractionated) dominance in-

creases over the course of leaf development. In contrast, sub-

genome-1 expression dominance bias is consistently observed in

R-NF homeolog gene pairs, with no apparent developmental

progression in dominance. This indicates that in maize, the pre-

viously reported expression dominance bias toward the less frac-

tionated subgenomeoccurs alongside R-NF of homeolog gene pairs

(Schnable et al. 2011).

We find that non-R-NF homeolog genes are under reduced

purifying selection, and of those non-R-NF homeolog gene pairs

that exhibit subgenome dominance, the nondominant homeolog

is consistently found to be under reduced purifying selection

relative to the dominant homeolog. In light of this, it is interesting

to note that only 10 genes in the maize genome show evidence of

being under positive selection, and nine of these are non-R-NF

(Supplemental Table 4). The fact that we find so few genes to be

under positive selection supports the previous finding that posi-

tive selection on coding regions does not seem to play a significant

role in post-genome duplication C-NF (Duarte et al. 2006). While

positive selection has been shown to drive neofunctionalization in

some duplicates (Zhang et al. 1998; Shiu et al. 2006; Conant and

Wolfe 2008), our analysis suggests that following whole-genome

duplication, reduced purifying selection is a more important evo-

lutionary mechanism for altering protein function in plants.

In support of our findings, relaxed purifying selection has pre-

viously been associated with functional divergence of duplicate

genes within both plant and non-plant systems (Kondrashov et al.

2002; Zhang 2003; Flagel and Wendel 2009; Shan et al. 2009). In

addition, it has previously been shown that reduced purifying

selection is more important than positive selection in the main-

tenance of duplicated genes in the human genome (Nguyen et al.

2008). Collectively, our results point to a model for gene evolution

following whole-genome duplication in maize whereby the emer-

gence of novel protein function occurs through the relaxation of

purifying selection in genes that havenot undergone R-NF (Fig. 5). It

remains possible that C-NF could follow R-NF; however, our data

indicate that C-NF is more likely to occur in the absence of R-NF.

Our findings also shed new light on the selective pressures

acting on maize since the whole-genome duplication event. Spe-

cifically, we show that foliar leaves have experienced selection for

photosynthetic productivity/efficiency and that husk leaves have

experienced selection for stress tolerance. Though the time interval

of the analysis is defined by the genome duplication event ;5–12

MYA, our findings are strongly consistent with artificial selection as

a result of domestication ;7000–12,000 yr ago (Matsuoka et al.

2002; Wright et al. 2005). Taken together, our results provide evi-

dence that R-NF has played a major role in the evolution of maize,

sculpting its genes, genome, tissues, and developmental processes,

and provide a general model for gene evolution following whole-

genome duplication in plants.

Methods

Transcript quantification and expression profile allocation
Maize leaf development transcriptome data sets were obtained
from a previous study (Wang et al. 2013). Paired end reads were
subject to quality-based trimming using the FASTX-Toolkit (Goecks
et al. 2010) setting the phred quality threshold at 20 and discarding

reads <21 nucleotides in length. Transcripts were quantified using
RSEM (Li and Dewey 2011) (using default parameters) and the
predicted coding sequences from version 5b of the maize genome.
RSEM is specifically designed to enable accurate expression quan-
tification between highly similar gene sequences. The mean Ks

between maize homeolog genes is 0.38; thus, on average, a 90-bp
paired end read (180 bp) will have ;20 distinguishing SNPs, en-
abling RSEM to accurately discriminate between reads uniquely
originating from each homeolog. For differential gene expression
analysis, expected transcript counts originating from the same
gene locus were summed and all possible pairwise comparisons
between biologically replicated samples were performed using
DESeq (Anders and Huber 2010). Expression values were nor-
malized by DESeq using the default method, and in all cases
differentially expressed genes were identified as those genes with
a Benjamini-Hochberg corrected P-value # 0.05 (Benjamini and
Hochberg 1995). Genes were assigned to three expression profiles:
ascending (A), neutral (N), and descending (D). The ascending
expression code included those genes that increased significantly
from either P1/2 to P3/4 (but not necessarily P3/4 to P5), from P3/4
to P5 (but not necessarily from P1/2 to P3/4), and those genes that
increased significantly across both steps (P # 0.05). There could
not be a significant decrease between developmental stages, and
thus in all cases the overall expression pattern is one of increasing
expression. The same applies inversely to the descending category.
In the neutral profile there could not be a significant difference
between any of the samples. Genes that had significantly higher
(or lower) expression in P3/4 than both P5 and P1/2 for both leaf
typeswere assigned to ‘‘peak’’ (or ‘‘trough’’) profiles. The number of
genes assigned to these profiles was low (Foliar ‘‘P3/4 Peak’’ profile
n = 34, Foliar ‘‘P3/4 Trough’’ profile n = 10, Husk ‘‘P3/4 Peak’’ profile
n = 27, Husk ‘‘P3/4 Trough’’ profile n = 8), and hence statistical
analysis using these profiles was not possible (Wang et al. 2013).
Thus, they were excluded from this work.

While transcriptome data was collected at five distinct de-
velopmental stages (P1/2, P3/4, P5, I, E), for expression profile
analysis we used only those stages that were directly equivalent
between foliar and husk samples (Wang et al. 2013). FP1/2 is
equivalent to HP1/2, FP3/4 is equivalent to HP3/4, and FP5 is
equivalent to HP5. However, HI is not the equivalent devel-
opmental stage to FI and HE is not the equivalent developmental
stage to FE. Thus, in order to provide a directly comparable de-
velopmental series we did not construct profiles including these
later samples. A four-letter expression code was then generated
by taking the expression profile of the subgenome-1 homeolog in
both foliar and husk leaves, followed by the expression profile of
the subgenome-2 homeolog in both foliar and husk leaves. To-
gether this forms a four-letter expression code that describes the
statistically significant behavior of a gene pairs expression
(Fig. 1B). For example, for a hypothetical homeolog gene pair, if
the subgenome-1 homeolog had an ascending (A) expression
profile in both foliar and husk leaves, and the subgenome-2
homeolog had a descending (D) expression profile in foliar leaves
and a neutral (N) expression profile in husk leaves, then the
expression code for this homeolog gene pair would be AADN
([foliar profile subgenome-1][Husk profile subgenome-1][Foliar
profile subgenome-2][Husk profile subgenome-2]).

Enrichment analysis

Enrichment analyses were carried out for Gene Ontology (GO)
http://www.geneontology.org/ terms, MaizeCyc pathways http://
maizecyc.maizegdb.org/, MapMan terms http://www.mapman.
gabipd.org/ and Pfamdomains http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/. Analysis
was performed relative to all maize genes (Supplemental Table 2),
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and relative to just the set of knownhomeolog genes (Supplemental
Table 3). P-values were obtained by approximating Wallenius’
noncentral hypergeometric distribution. GOseq (Young et al.
2010) was used to compensate for overdetection of differential
expression for long and highly expressed transcripts. The resulting
P-values were subject to multiple hypothesis test correction to
correct for Type I family-wise error using the Benjamini-Hochberg
method. Significantly enriched annotation terms were identified
as those that obtained a corrected P-value of #0.05.

Calculation of Ka/Ks ratios

Maize gene sequences were obtained from the B73 reference ge-
nome (Schnable et al. 2009) and sorghum from the published
Sorghum bicolor genome (Paterson et al. 2009). For each homeolog
gene pair the longest representative genemodels were selected and
the amino acid sequences were aligned to the Sorghum bicolor
ortholog using MergeAlign (Collingridge and Kelly 2012). The
amino-acid sequences in the three-sequence multiple sequence
alignment were then replaced with their corresponding coding
sequences. Each aligned homeolog gene was then compared in-
dependently with its Sorghum bicolor ortholog and the ratio of
nonsynonymous (protein changed) substitution rate per non-
synonymous site (Ka) to synonymous (protein unchanged) sub-
stitution rate per synonymous site (Ks) was calculated using
KaKs_Calculator Toolbox 2.0 (Wang et al. 2010). Ka/Ks values for
homeolog genes in each category were averaged and standard er-
rors calculated (Fig. 3).

Monte Carlo resampling tests

To account for differences in sample sizes and avoid requirement
for distributional assumptions, Monte Carlo resampling tests were
used to assess the significance of differences in Ka/Ks ratios be-
tween groups. Here, the mean Ka /Ks ratio of the test group was
compared to a reference group of the same size that was randomly
selected with replacement from the whole pool of homeolog
genes. For each test group the process was repeated 10,000 times
and the proportion of times that the mean of the test group was
greater than the reference group recorded. A proportion $0.95
indicates a significantly greater difference in the test group than
the overall population of homeolog genes, whereas a proportion of
#0.05 indicates a significantly smaller difference in the test group.

Ancestral profile inference by Bayesian model comparison

To determine whether the homeolog from subgenome-1 or sub-
genome-2 has been neofunctionalized it is necessary to know the
ancestral gene expression profile. As this data is unobtainable,
ancestral profiles must be inferred. Assuming that the expression
profiles of non-neofunctionalized homeolog gene pairs are an
unbiased sample of the global distribution of gene expression
profiles, we can infer the probability of observing an ancestral gene
expression profile

PðAiÞ = Ni

+
j

Nj

; ð1Þ

where Ai is the ancestral gene expression profile in question andNi

is the number of times that the same profile is observed in all of the
homeolog genes present in this analysis. We evaluate the proba-
bility of observing an expression profile as inversely proportional
to the number of changes between the observed and ancestral gene
expression profile such that

P
�
EijAj

�
=

1

1+ dði; jÞ ; ð2Þ

where P(Ei|Aj) is the probability of observing expression profile Ei
given ancestral profile Aj and d(i,j) is the Hamming distance be-
tween the observed and ancestral profile.We can thus compute the
posterior probability of each ancestral profile for any observed
profile using Bayes rule and the law of total probability:

P
�
AjjEi

�
=

P
�
EijAj

�
P
�
Aj

�

+
k

PðEijAkÞPðAkÞ
: ð3Þ

For the purposes of all downstream analyses we selected the
maximum likelihood ancestral profile.
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